1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (**G6PD**) is the first and rate-limiting enzyme in the pentose phosphate (hexose monophosphate) pathway, and is important for its roles in the regeneration of the reduced form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (**NADPH**) and the production of pentoses and ribose-5-phosphate, a component of nucleotides \[[@bib1],[@bib2]\]. NADPH plays a central role in protecting against cellular oxidative stress caused by reactive oxygen species (**ROS**), in particular by maintaining the cellular antioxidant glutathione in its reduced form (**GSH**), which is essential for the detoxification of potentially pathogenic reactive free radicals (superoxide, hydroxyl radicals) and hydroperoxides including hydrogen peroxide \[[@bib3]\]. NADPH also is a key cofactor for the related catalytic activities of thioredoxin and peroxiredoxin reductases \[[@bib4]\] and is important for maintaining the catalytic activity of catalase \[[@bib5],[@bib6]\]; all these enzymes are critical for the detoxification of hydrogen peroxide and regulation of redox signaling.

It is generally believed that G6PD deficiencies constitute a problem only for mature red blood cells, which undergo lysis when acutely exposed to oxidative stress enhanced by drugs, infection or certain foods like fava beans \[[@bib7]\]. However, recent studies suggest a broader protective role for this enzyme. G6PD plays a critical role in protecting the embryo from *in utero* death and birth defects caused by both physiological and drug-enhanced ROS levels \[[@bib8]\]. The hepatic tissue of G6PD-deficient mice exhibits enhanced sensitivity to menadione-induced oxidative stress, with increases in the oxidation of DNA, lipids and proteins \[[@bib9]\]. In another G6PD-deficient mouse model engineered to express a transgenic shuttle vector for measuring mutagenesis *in vivo*, the brains of deficient mice exhibited an increase in oxidative mutagenesis with accumulation of promutagenic etheno DNA adducts and increased somatic mutation rates, suggesting the potential for an increased risk of cancer \[[@bib10]\]. Recently, we observed that the brains of untreated aged G6PD-deficient mice have increased levels of oxidatively damaged DNA, measured as 8-oxo-2′-deoxyguanine (**8-oxodG**), and histological examination of brain tissues revealed enhanced degenerative changes \[[@bib11]\]. The changes associated with G6PD deficiency included qualitative and/or quantitative cellular degeneration or cell loss in the frontal cortex, cerebellum and hippocampus, and increased DNA oxidation in the same regions.

The risk of ROS-mediated damage to brain cells in G6PD-deficient mice may have important clinical implications, since this is the most common human enzymopathy, affecting over 400 million people and up to 60% of some populations \[[@bib2]\]. The high incidence of G6PD deficiencies is believed to reflect an evolutionary adaptation to the widespread prevalence of malaria, as G6PD-deficient host red blood cells are inhospitable to the parasite *Plasmodium falciparum* \[[@bib7]\], although our lifespan results herein suggest other mechanisms.

In light of our previous observations of oxidatively damaged DNA and related cellular degeneration in the brains of aging G6PD-deficient mice \[[@bib11]\], we sought to confirm the quantitative nature of cerebellar Purkinje cell (**PC**) loss using a specific cellular marker (calbindin D-28K), and to determine if DNA oxidation was associated with a functional measure of DNA damage in the form of single-strand breaks and double-strand breaks, and most importantly with electrophysiological and behavioural consequences. Our results show that G6PD is neuroprotective in young as well as aging mice at the molecular, cellular and functional levels, although its functional impact may be discrete. However, the biological role of G6PD in aging is complex, as median lifespan was enhanced in G6PD-deficent mice, suggesting alternative hypotheses to malarial resistance for the high prevalence of this deficiency in humans.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

2.1. Animals {#sec2.1}
------------

Female and male mutant G6PD-deficient mice \[[@bib12]\] (Medical Research Council, UK) were housed three or four per plastic cage with ground corn cob bedding. The G6PD deficiency mutation is an ethylnitrosourea-induced A-T transversion mutation in exon 1 of the *G6pd* gene, which causes a splicing error during post-translational processing resulting in decreased protein expression \[[@bib8],[@bib13]\]. Food (2018 Teklad Global 18% Protein Rodent Diet, Envigo) and tap water were provided to the mice *ad libitum*. All animals were monitored regularly by a veterinarian, and the studies were approved by the University of Toronto Animal Care Committee in accordance with the standards of the Canadian Council on Animal Care. The *G6pd* gene is X-linked, and heterozygous (+/def) females were bred with wild-type (+/y) or hemizygous (def/y) males to yield progeny of all possible genotypes for females (+/+, +/def, def/def) and males (+/y, +/def), where "def" indicates a mutated gene resulting in deficient G6PD activity. The wild-type (**WT**) G6PD-normal genotypes for females and males respectively are *G6pd*^*+/+*^ and *G6pd*^*+/y*^. *G6pd* genotypes were confirmed by the TaqMan assay \[[@bib14]\] performed by The Centre for Applied Genomics (TCAG) at the Toronto Hospital for Sick Children.

2.2. Activity of G6PD in young and aging mice {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------------------

G6PD activity was measured as previously published \[[@bib15]\] and detailed with some minor modifications in the accompanying supplementary online data.

2.3. Brain dissection {#sec2.3}
---------------------

Young (2--5 months) and aging (12--18 months) mice were sacrificed using cervical dislocation and the brains were extracted and washed with distilled water. The brains were dissected to obtain the following individual regions: cerebellum, hippocampus, striatum and cerebral cortex. The dissected brain regions were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C.

2.4. Comet assay: measurement of DNA single strand breaks in aging mice {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

DNA damage was measured by alkaline single-cell gel electrophoresis (**SCGE**), also known as the comet assay, as previously described \[[@bib16]\] with minor modifications, detailed in the accompanying supplementary online data.

2.5. γH2AX in individual brain regions: measurement of DNA double strand breaks in young and aging mice {#sec2.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Western blotting was performed to detect the formation of DNA double strand breaks by the presence of H2AX phosphorylated at Ser139 (**γH2AX**) \[[@bib84],[@bib85]\]. Nuclear protein was purified from brain samples using a modified protocol \[[@bib86]\], the details of which are provided in the accompanying supplementary online data.

2.6. Purkinje cell analysis and calbindin immunoblotting in aging mice {#sec2.6}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

H&E staining \[[@bib17]\] were carried out at the Centre for Modeling Human Disease (CMHD) Pathology Core at the University of Toronto. Immunoblotting for calbindin was conducted using a mouse monoclonal anti-Calbindin-D-28K primary antibody (1:3000, Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON) and a donkey anti-mouse IgG (H + L) HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (1:25000, Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories Inc., West Grove, PA), the details of which are in the accompanying supplementary online data.

2.7. Hippocampal function {#sec2.7}
-------------------------

The procedural details for electrophysiological recordings were described previously \[[@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20]\] with some minor modifications detailed in the accompanying supplementary online data.

2.8. Tube test for social dominance {#sec2.8}
-----------------------------------

Social dominance was assessed in both the young and aging mice using the tube test \[[@bib87]\], the details of which are provided in the accompanying supplemental online data.

2.9. Puzzle box test {#sec2.9}
--------------------

Executive function was assessed using the puzzle box test \[[@bib21],[@bib22]\], the details of which are provided in the accompanying supplemental online data.

2.10. Marble burying test {#sec2.10}
-------------------------

Stereotypic behaviour was assessed in mice using the marble burying test \[[@bib23]\], the details of which are provided in the accompanying supplemental online data.

2.11. Rotarod performance {#sec2.11}
-------------------------

Motor coordination was measured in aging mice using an accelerating rotarod apparatus \[[@bib24],[@bib25]\], the details of which are provided in the accompanying supplemental online data.

2.12. Ledge balance test {#sec2.12}
------------------------

The ledge balance test was used to assess balance in aging mice \[[@bib26]\], the details of which are provided in the accompanying supplemental online data.

2.13. Hindlimb clasp test {#sec2.13}
-------------------------

The hindlimb clasp test was performed as described previously \[[@bib27]\], with minor modifications, detailed in the accompanying supplementary online data.

2.14. Passive avoidance test {#sec2.14}
----------------------------

Passive avoidance represents a form of single-pass learning in which mice experience a brief unpleasant stimulus (mild foot shock) upon exposure to a one set of environmental cues (dark versus light chamber) \[[@bib28]\]. The details of the experiment are provided in the accompanying supplementary online data.

2.15. Taste aversion test {#sec2.15}
-------------------------

Taste aversion is a cognitive behavioural test that measures the ability of the animal to learn and later recall an association of a specific taste (sweetness) with feelings of malaise \[[@bib29]\]. The details of the experiment are provided in the accompanying supplementary online data.

2.16. Statistical analyses {#sec2.16}
--------------------------

Statistical significance was calculated using GraphPad Prism®, Version 5 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA). The minimum level of significance used was p \< 0.05. Significance between paired data was determined by the two-tailed Student\'s t-test, including the comet assay ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), γH2AX comparison ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), Purkinje cell (**PC**) counts ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), hippocampal function ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) and marble burying ([Fig. S9](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Fisher\'s exact test was used for the tube test ([Figs. 7a and S4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Multiple comparisons among groups for immunoblots were analyzed by one-way ANOVA ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). For data with two independent variables, two-way ANOVA was performed followed by a Bonferroni post-test, including G6PD activity in brain regions of young and adult mice ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), ledge balance test ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}b), hind limb clasp test ([Fig. S6](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}), passive avoidance test ([Fig. S7](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}) and taste aversion test ([Fig. S8](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Linear regression was used to analyze data for the relation of cerebellar vs. blood G6PD activities ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), and the correlation of rotarod performance with G6PD activity ([Fig. S5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). The Mantel-Cox log-rank test was used to analyze puzzle box data ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}c-f, [Tables S1 and S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, [Fig. S3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}) and median lifespan ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1**G6PD activity in different brain regions of young (2**--**5 months) and aging (12**--**18 months) G6PD-normal and G6PD-deficient male and female mice. Panel A:** Young G6PD wild-type (+/y) normal males compared to G6PD-deficient (def/y) counterparts. **Panel B:** Young G6PD wild-type (+/+) normal females compared to G6PD-deficient (def/def) counterparts. **Panel C:** Aging G6PD wild-type (+/y) normal males compared to mutant G6PD-deficient (def/y) counterparts. **Panel D:** Aging G6PD wild-type (+/+) normal females compared to mutant G6PD-deficient (def/def) counterparts. **Panels E-H:** Only mutant G6PD-deficient mice. **Panel E**: Young males compared to young females. **Panel F**: Aging males compared to aging females. **Panel G**: Young males compared to aging males. **Panel H**: Young females compared to aging females. Asterisks indicate significant differences between the G6PD-normal (+/y or +/+) group and the G6PD-deficient (def/y or def/def) group, or between young and aging females, for the same brain region (\*p \< 0.05, \*\*p \< 0.01, \*\*\*p \< 0.001, \*\*\*\*p \< 0.0001). **α** indicates a difference from cortex (p \< 0.0001 in Panels B and D, p \< 0.01 in Panel C, p \< 0.05 in Panels F -- H); **β** indicates a difference from striatum (p \< 0.0001 in cerebellum in Panel B, and in hippocampus in Panel D, p \< 0.001 in hippocampus in Panel B, p \< 0.05 in cerebellum in Panel D); **χ** indicates differences from hippocampus (p \< 0.0001 in Panel D, p \< 0.01 in Panel H). The differences in G6PD activity between age- and sex-matched mice depended upon the brain region analyzed. Statistical analyses were performed using two-way ANOVA, followed by a Bonferroni post-hoc test conducted independently for genotype-dependent differences vs. brain region-dependent differences (Panels A--D), and independently for sex-dependent differences (Panels E--F), or age-dependent differences (Panels G--H) vs. brain region-dependent differences (Panels E− H). For all groups, n = 3. The minimum significance level used throughout was p \< 0.05.Fig. 1Fig. 2**Positive correlation of G6PD activity in erythrocytes and cerebellar tissues, and G6PD activities throughout the lifespan**. **Upper panel**: G6PD activity in red blood cells and cerebellar tissue from the same mice. **Lower panel**: G6PD activity in red blood cells from all *G6pd* genotypes was measured repetitively in the same mice throughout their lifespan (about 3--24 months). The relationship was assessed by Pearson\'s correlation analysis.Fig. 2Fig. 3**Increase in DNA damage in the cerebellum and hippocampus of aging G6PD-deficient mice measured by the comet assay.** Cells were obtained from the hippocampus and cerebellum and prepared and visualized as described in the Methods. **Upper pictures** depict representative "comet tails" resulting from DNA single strand breaks (**SSBs**) in single cells from each brain area and genotype. **Lower graphs** represent for each *G6pd* genotype the mean olive tail moment, or amount of SSBs, for 3 samples in each group. Statistical analyses were performed using Student\'s *t*-test. Asterisks indicate a difference from wild-type G6PD-normal mice for the same brain region (\*p \< 0.05, \*\*p \< 0.01).Fig. 3Fig. 4**Effect of G6PD deficiency on double strand breaks**. The level of γH2AX, a marker of DNA double-strand breaks in various brain regions, was measured using western blotting. **Panels A:** Young G6PD wild-type (+/+ or +/y) normal mice compared with mutant G6PD-deficient (def/def or def/y) sex-matched counterparts. **Panels B:** Aging G6PD wild-type (+/+ or +/y) normal mice compared with mutant G6PD-deficient (def/def or def/y) sex-matched counterparts. Significant differences were found in the striatum of young males as well as the hippocampus of young and aged males and young females. The number of mice for each genotype is shown in parentheses. Statistical analyses were performed using Student\'s *t*-test. Asterisks indicate a difference from G6PD-normal mice of the same sex (def/y or +/+) (p \< 0.05).Fig. 4Fig. 5**Decrease in Purkinje cell (PC) numbers and PC-related calbindin-D-28K expression in aging G6PD-deficient mice. Upper panel**: PCs from aging mice (12--18 months) were counted in 10 distinct fields at 40X to give a total of cells for each sample. Statistical analysis was performed using the two-tailed Student\'s *t*-test. Asterisks indicate a difference from G6PD-normal controls of the same sex (p \< 0.05). **Lower panel**: Densitometric analysis of calbindin-D-28K protein, a marker for PCs, was performed for cerebellar tissues from G6PD-normal mice (males: +/y; females: +/+) and G6PD-deficient mice (males: def/y; females: +/def, def/def). Statistical analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA. The number of mice for each genotype is shown in parentheses. Asterisks indicate a difference from G6PD-normal wild-type controls (p \< 0.05).Fig. 5Fig. 6**Hippocampal electrophysiological function is altered in aging G6PD-deficient mice. Upper panel**: *Increased presynaptic function in aging hemizygous (def/y) G6PD-deficient male mice*. Paired-pulse facilitation ratios (second fEPSP/first fEPSP) were plotted as a function of the interpulse intervals between the two stimulations, showing a significant enhancement in PPF in the aged G6PD-deficient mice compared to G6PD-normal wild-type controls (p \< 0.05). **Middle panel**: *Enhanced basal synaptic transmission in aging hemizygous G6PD-deficient male mice*. The slope of evoked field excitatory postsynaptic potentials (**fEPSPs**) was plotted as a function of stimulus intensity, showing significant increases in both the slope and maximal responses in G6PD deficient mice compared to the age-matched G6PD-normal wild-type control (p \< 0.05). The distance between the stimulating and recording electrodes was kept constant between slices and mice. **Lower panel**: *Normal long-term potentiation (****LTP****) in aging hemizygous G6PD-deficient male mice*. LTP was induced by theta burst stimulation (**TBS**) and showed no differences between genotypes. Traces in the inset above the graph were taken from the recordings immediately before and 40 min after delivery of the TBS given at a 20 min time point. The data were analyzed by Student\'s t-test.Fig. 6Fig. 7**Effect of G6PD deficiency on social dominance in young mice, motor coordination with age, and executive function in both young and aging mice. Social dominance (A):** The tube test was performed to assess dysfunction in social aggression. Columns indicate % wins of unique matchups for each group and the X-axis represents the *G6pd* genotype along with the number of matchups performed for each group. G6PD wild-type (+/y and +/+) normal mice won more matchups against sex- and age-matched (within 20 days) G6PD-deficient (def/y and def/def, respectively) counterparts. The number (n) above each bar denotes the number of mice of each genotype used for testing. Fisher\'s exact test was used to determine whether the scores were significantly different from the expected 50:50 win/loss outcome by chance. Asterisks indicate a difference from the expected 50:50 outcome (\*\*p \< 0.01, \*\*\*\*p \< 0.0001). **Motor coordination (B)**: *Ledge balance test*. The ability of mice to walk across a narrow ledge was scored on a scale of 1--4, with 4 indicating the worst performance. The final results were grouped according to ages divided into 200-day intervals. Statistical analyses were performed using two-way ANOVA, followed by a Bonferroni post-hoc test. No sex differences were apparent, so the data for males and females were combined for analysis. The number of animals per group were as follows: *G6pd* +/+, +/y combined (no alleles mutated) = 33, *G6pd* +/def (one allele mutated) = 52, *G6pd* def/def, def/y combined (all alleles mutated) = 37. Performance in all animals progressively declined with age (p \< 0.0001), but the decline was accelerated in homozygous G6PD-deficient mice (^γ^ = p \< 0.05), with a significant difference occurring at an earlier age (400 days). **Executive function (C--F):** The puzzle box test was performed to assess executive function and problem solving in G6PD-deficient mice. Performance was analyzed using a curve analysis relating the latencies to enter with the rate of incomplete trials at a given point in time. Each box compares the performance of the two groups in trial 1 of the puzzle box test. The number of mice for each genotype is shown in parentheses beside the respective survival curve. **Panel C:** Young G6PD wild-type (+/+) normal females performed significantly better than G6PD-deficient (def/def) counterparts. **Panel D:** Aging G6PD wild-type (+/+) normal females performed significantly better than mutant G6PD-deficient (def/def) counterparts. **Panel E:** Young G6PD wild-type (+/+) normal females also performed significantly better than aged counterparts. **Panel F:** Young G6PD wild-type (+/+) normal females performed significantly better than young G6PD males (wild-type, +/y, and deficient, def/y). Statistical analysis was performed using a Kaplan-Meier curve analysis followed by the Mantel-Cox log-rank test. Probability (p) values are shown in each panel.Fig. 7Fig. 8**Enhanced median lifespan in G6PD-deficient mice**. Untreated mice were monitored throughout their lifetime and times and apparent causes for death were recorded. Differences in survival were assessed by the log rank Mantel-Cox test. The number of mice for each genotype is shown in parentheses beside the respective survival curve. The median lifespans of homozygous female and hemizygous male G6PD-deficient mice were indistinguishable, and greater than those for either heterozygous G6PD-deficient females (+/def) (p \< 0.01) or G6PD-normal wild-type males (def/y) or females (+/+) (p \< 0.01).Fig. 8

The puzzle box test ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}c-f, [Tables S1 and S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, and [Fig. S3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}), marble burying test ([Fig. S9](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}) and tube test ([Figs. 7a and S4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}) were conducted in the same group of animals for both young and aging mice in the order listed. Mice were then sacrificed and used for biochemical analyses (G6PD activity levels in brain regions ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and yH2AX levels ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

Another group of aging animals was tested using the rotarod test ([Fig. S5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}) followed by the taste aversion test ([Fig. S8](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). A separate group of animals was assessed for behavioural deficits using the ledge balance test ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}b) followed by the hind limb clasp test ([Fig. S6](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}) and passive avoidance test ([Fig. S7](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Blood collected from the tail veins of all aging mice as well as rest of the colony was used to measure G6PD activity in red blood cells ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Survival curves were based on both the behaviourally tested mice and the entire colony ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Following behavioural testing, mice were sacrificed, and brains were assessed for cerebellar G6PD activity ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), comet assay ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), PC counts ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) and hippocampal function ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. G6PD activity varies by brain regions in young and aging normal and G6PD-deficient mice {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The activity of G6PD was measured in different brain regions of both male and female young mice (2--5 months) and aging mice (12--18 months) to compare the effect of sex and age on the activity of G6PD. Regional differences in brain G6PD activity were found in G6PD-normal mice for young females and aging males and females.

In young G6PD-normal females, activity ranged 5.0-fold among the cerebellum, hippocampus, striatum and cortex in order of increasing activity ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). The aging G6PD-normal males ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C) and females ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D) had smaller respective 3.0-fold and 2.2-fold range in activity, generally increasing in activity from cerebellum, striatum and hippocampus to cortex (see figure legend for more details and specific differences).

G6PD activity in the striatum and cortex of the young G6PD-normal females was respectively 2.3- and 4.3-fold higher than that in the young G6PD-normal males, while activities in the cerebellum and hippocampus were similar ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A and B). G6PD activity was similar between aging G6PD-normal males and females ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C and D respectively) in all brain regions except the hippocampus, where the females had 1.5-fold higher activity.

G6PD activities in all brain regions were about 2- to 6-fold higher in aging G6PD-normal mice compared to young G6PD-normal mice of the same sex ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A--D), but the increases were much greater in the males.

G6PD activity in deficient animals was 40--90% lower than in G6PD-normal animals, depending upon the number of *G6pd* alleles mutated. Among young males ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A), G6PD-deficient mice had lower G6PD activity in the cerebellum (p \< 0.05) and striatum (p \< 0.01). Among young females ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B), G6PD-deficient mice had lower G6PD activity in the hippocampus (p \< 0.01), striatum (p \< 0.0001) and cortex (p \< 0.0001). Among aging males ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C), G6PD-deficient mice had lower G6PD activity in the hippocampus (p \< 0.05), striatum (p \< 0.01) and cortex (p \< 0.001). Among aging females ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D), G6PD-deficient mice had lower G6PD activity in all four brain regions (p \< 0.0001).

Among G6PD-deficient mice, sex-dependent differences in G6PD activity were not observed in either young or aging mice ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E and F). Remarkably, age-dependent differences in regional brain G6PD activities were observed, ranging from 2.0- to 7-fold across brain regions in aging mice vs. young mice. Among G6PD-deficient males ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G), aging mice had 3-fold higher activity in the cortex (p \< 0.01) than young mice. A similar pattern of increased G6PD activity with aging was observed in G6PD-deficient females ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}H), with the aging mice having 7-fold higher activity in the hippocampus (p \< 0.0001), 3.5-fold higher in the striatum (p \< 0.01) and 2-fold higher in the cortex (p \< 0.01).

The activity of G6PD in red blood cells correlated highly with that in cerebellar tissue from the same mice (r = 0.91, p \< 0.0001) ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel). This correlation allowed repetitive blood sampling of the same mice to determine changes in G6PD activity throughout their lifespan, and to provide estimates of activity in the brains of mice being tested for behavioural performance. In male (+/y) and female (+/+) G6PD-normal mice, and in female heterozygous (+/def) G6PD-deficient mice, red blood cell G6PD activity varied about 3-fold throughout their lifespan, approximating a "U"-shaped curve with highest activities below 200 days of age, lowest activities between 200 and 400 days of age, returning to higher activities after 400 days of age ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel). In contrast, erythrocyte G6PD activity for both sexes remained uniformly low throughout the lifespan of both female and male mice with all *G6pd* alleles mutated (def/def, def/y).

3.2. DNA damage: increase in single strand breaks and altered double strand breaks in G6PD-deficient mice {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Oxidative DNA damage reflected by single strand breaks (**SSBs**) was measured using the comet assay. Compared to age-matched wild-type controls, aging G6PD-deficient mice with either one or both *G6pd* alleles mutated exhibited increased SSB levels in both the cerebellum and hippocampus, with up to over 2-fold higher levels of damage in the latter region ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The variably enhanced comet levels in the cerebellar and hippocampal regions of the aging *G6pd*^*def/def*^ females could not be fully explained by the magnitude of the decrease in the regional G6PD activity, as hippocampal comet formation was higher than that in the cerebellum despite having a lesser decrease in G6PD activity ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). Maximal levels of SSBs in the hippocampus occurred with the mutation of only a single *G6pd* allele (+/def), and SSB levels in the cerebellum were similarly increased in heterozygous (+/def) and homozygous (def/def) G6PD-deficient mice.

DNA double strand breaks (**DSBs**) in various brain regions of both young and aging mice were assessed by the formation of γH2AX \[[@bib84],[@bib85]\] using western blotting. The effect of G6PD deficiency on the levels of γH2AX was highly dependent on age, sex and brain region. In young mice, G6PD-deficient (def/def) females had higher levels of γH2AX in the hippocampus (p \< 0.05) than G6PD +/+ females, with no difference in the remaining regions ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). In contrast, young G6PD-deficient (def/y) males had lower levels of γH2AX in the striatum and hippocampus than the wild-type male G6PD-normal (+/y) mice (p \< 0.05), while no difference was observed in the cortical and cerebellar regions ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). In aging mice, G6PD-deficient (def/y) males had higher levels of γH2AX in the hippocampus (p \< 0.05) than their G6PD wild-type (+/y) counterparts, with no differences in the remaining regions ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). In aging females, there was a non-significant trend for increased γH2AX formation in the hippocampus, similar to the aging G6pd^def*/*y^ males ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). As with comet formation, the sex-, age- and brain region-dependent increases in γH2AX formation could not be fully explained by regional G6PD activity. A substantial decrease in G6PD activity was necessary, but not sufficient, for enhanced γH2AX formation. Although brain regions of G6PD-deficient mice in the same age group exhibited similar G6PD activities ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), only the hippocampus and striatum were susceptible to enhanced γH2AX formation, which was sex-, age- and brain region-dependent ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

The sex, age and brain region of G6PD-deficient mice exhibiting enhanced comet (SSBs) or γH2AX (DSBs) formation were not completely congruent, suggesting differences in the biochemical processes leading to these two forms of DNA damage, and perhaps in DNA repair. While the hippocampus from G6PD-deficient aging male exhibited increases in both SSBs and DSBs, aging G6PD-deficient female cerebella exhibited enhanced SSBs but not DSBs.

3.3. Reduced Purkinje cell (**PC**) counts and calbindin staining in brains of G6PD-deficient mice {#sec3.3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The number of cerebellar PCs determined by cell counting was substantially reduced in aging G6PD-deficient males (def/y, 25%) and females (+/def, 28%; def/def, 37%) compared to wild-type controls (p \< 0.05), ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, upper panels). Homozygous G6PD-deficient females (def/def) exhibited about a 1.5-fold greater loss than hemizygous (def/y) deficient males (37% vs. 25% compared to wild-type), but this difference was not significant ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, upper panels). A reduction in PC number with G6PD deficiency was confirmed by western analysis for the PC marker calbindin-D-28K, with a 47% decrease in aging G6PD-deficient mice with either a homozygous (females, def/def) or hemizygous (males, def/y) *G6pd* mutation, and a lesser 28% reduction in heterozygous G6PD-deficient females (p \< 0.05), revealing a *G6pd* gene dose-dependent relationship ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel).

3.4. Altered hippocampal function in G6PD-deficient mice {#sec3.4}
--------------------------------------------------------

To determine the effect of G6PD deficiency on the functional properties of synaptic transmission and plasticity, we conducted electrophysiological recordings in the CA1 region of the hippocampus using an established hippocampal slice model \[[@bib18]\]. First, paired-pulse facilitation (**PPF**) reflecting short-term synaptic plasticity was examined as an indicator of presynaptic function ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel). The magnitude of PPF over the range of 25--100 m s was substantially and significantly increased in the G6PD-deficient mice. Second, basal synapse strength was determined by stimulating the Schaffer collaterals in the CA3 region and recording field excitatory postsynaptic potentials (**fEPSPs**) at the CA1 synapse ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, middle panel). Analysis of evoked fEPSPs revealed a substantial and significant enhancement in both the stimulus intensity-response curve and the maximal response in def/y G6PD-deficient mice compared to +/y wild-type G6PD-normal controls. Finally, we analyzed long-term potentiation (**LTP**), an extensively studied form of long-lasting synaptic plasticity widely regarded as a synaptic model for learning and memory \[[@bib30]\] ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel). We induced LTP by theta burst stimulation (**TBS**) because it is considered to be a more physiologically relevant protocol to elicit plasticity. There was no difference in the magnitude of LTP between the G6PD-deficent mice and wild-type controls.

3.5. G6PD deficiency affects social dominance in young but not aging mice and executive function in young and aging female mice {#sec3.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The tube test assesses social dominance and aggression in mice without allowing them to physically injure each other \[[@bib87]\]. Young G6PD wild-type (+/y) males won more matchups (78%) than their G6PD-deficient (def/y) counterparts (p \< 0.0001). Young G6PD wild-type (+/+) female mice also won more matchups (68%) than their G6PD-deficient (def/def) counterparts (p \< 0.01) ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A). In aging G6PD-deficient mice, no differences were observed in either the males or females (Supplementary [Fig. S4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}).

The puzzle box tests executive functions in mice by placing increasingly difficult obstacles between the brightly lit entry chamber and a dark goal chamber \[[@bib22]\]. The test consists of 9 trials, split evenly over three consecutive days, as described in the Methods and the supplementary online data (Supplementary [Tables S1 and S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). The puzzle box test was conducted in young and aging mice, and performance was compared for effects of age, sex and *G6pd* genotype.

Young G6PD +/+ females performed better in the puzzle box test than their G6PD def/def counterparts in trials 1 (p = 0.0011) ([Figs. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C) and 2 (p = 0.0397) (Supplementary [Table S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Among young males, there were no G6PD-dependent differences in performance in any trials (Supplementary [Table S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, [Fig. S3A](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). The similarity in performance between young G6PD +/y and def/y males allowed for them to be combined into one group and then compared to young G6PD +/+ females to test for a sex effect ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}F). In this comparison, the G6PD-normal female mice outperformed the male mice in each of the 9 trials, including six where the difference was significant (p \< 0.05) and two more where the difference was marginally significant (0.05 \< p \< 0.1) (Supplementary [Table S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}).

Among aging mice, aging G6PD +/+ females performed better than their G6PD def/def counterparts in trial 1 (p = 0.0011) ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}D), with a similar but non-significant trend observed in the remaining trials (Supplementary [Table S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). In contrast, G6PD-deficient males appeared to perform better than their G6PD-normal counterparts in most trials, although the difference in performance was significant only in trial 4 (p = 0.0123), with a non-significant trend in trial 2 (p = 0.0942) (Supplementary [Table S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}).

To look for a possible effect of age on performance in the puzzle box test, young G6PD +/+ and def/def females were compared to their respective aging counterparts. Young G6PD +/+ females performed better than their aging wild-type counterparts in only trial 1 (p = 0.001) ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}E), with a similar but only marginally significant difference in trial 2 (p = 0.0694) (Supplementary [Table S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Young G6PD def/def females performed better than their aging counterparts in only trial 1 (p = 0.037) (Supplementary [Table S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). In none of these comparisons did one group perform significantly better than the other groups in all of the nine trials (Supplementary [Table S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}).

3.6. Motor function: rotarod, ledge balance and hindlimb clasping tests {#sec3.6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

In the rotarod test, the performance of female wild-type, G6PD-normal mice declined slightly but significantly with age ([Fig. S5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, **upper panel**). This decline with age was not observed in wild-type males, nor in G6PD-deficient females or males of any genotype. When groups were divided by age (\<7 months, 7--18 months, \> 18 months) or analyzed together, there was no correlation between G6PD activity and rotarod performance at any age (Supplementary [Fig. S5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, **lower panel**).

In the ledge balance test, performance declined with age for all *G6pd* genotypes, but did so more quickly with age for G6PD-deficient mice with all alleles mutated (def/def or def/y) compared to heterozygous (+/def) G6PD-deficient mice and wild-type G6PD-normal animals (+/+, +/y) ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B). The G6PD-normal mice performed worse at 600 days (p \< 0.01) and at 800 days (p \< 0.01) compared to at 200 days, with no observable change at 400 days. The heterozygous (+/def) G6PD-deficient mice performed significantly worse at 600 days (p \< 0.0001) and at 800 days (p \< 0.0001) compared to at 200 days, with no significant change at 400 days. The G6PD-deficient mice (def/def, def/y) performed significantly worse at 400 days (p \< 0.0001), at 600 days (p \< 0.0001) and at 800 days (p \< 0.01) compared to at 200 days. The results were analyzed via two-way ANOVA and a Bonferroni post-hoc test.

There were no G6PD-dependent differences with age in the hindlimb clasping test (Supplementary [Fig. S6](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}), although all genotypes showed a progressive decline. The G6PD-normal mice performed worse at 600 days (p \< 0.01) and 800 days (p \< 0.05) compared to at 200 days, with no significant change at 400 days. The heterozygous (+/def) G6PD-deficient mice performed worse at 400 days (p \< 0.01), at 600 days (p \< 0.0001) and at 800 days (p \< 0.01) compared to at 200 days. The G6PD-deficient mice with all alleles mutated (def/y, def/def) performed worse at 400 days (p \< 0.01), at 600 days (p \< 0.0001) and at 800 days (p \< 0.0001) compared to at 200 days. The results were analyzed via two-way ANOVA and a Bonferroni post-hoc test.

3.7. No effect of G6PD-deficiency in passive avoidance and taste aversion tasks {#sec3.7}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No G6PD-dependent differences in cognition with aging were observed as measured by either the passive avoidance or taste aversion tests (Supplementary [Figs. S7 and S8](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}).

3.8. G6PD deficiency does not increase marble burying behaviour {#sec3.8}
---------------------------------------------------------------

There were no differences in marble burying behaviour observed between G6PD wild-type and G6PD-deficient mice among any of the groups tested: young G6PD males and females, and aging G6PD males and females (Supplementary [Fig. S9](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}).

3.9. Improved survival in G6PD-deficient mice {#sec3.9}
---------------------------------------------

The lifespan of the colony was monitored, and G6PD-deficient females (def/def) and males (def/y) with all alleles mutated showed a small but significantly improved median lifespan compared to heterozygous G6PD-deficient mice (+/def) and wild-type G6PD-normal animals (+/+, +/y) ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

This is the first examination of G6PD activity in brain regions of both young and aging male and female G6PD-deficient mice, along with a lifespan study of G6PD activity and survival in a subset of mice. Enhanced oxidative DNA damage and cellular loss in selective brain regions of G6PD-deficient mice was differentially associated in a sex- and age-dependent fashion with disorders in cellular synaptic function and cognitive behavioural disorders. Conversely, median lifespan was increased in homozygous female and hemizygous male G6PD-deficient mice.

4.1. G6PD activity varies by brain regions in young and aging normal and G6PD-deficient mice {#sec4.1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

While regional differences in brain G6PD activity in aging mice were consistent with a previous report in aging mice \[[@bib11]\], the current study showed that activities in all brain regions were up to about 6-fold higher in aging mice (12--18 months) than in young mice (2--5 months), the latter of which had not been previously evaluated ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Since G6PD gene expression is believed to be coordinately regulated along with that of other antioxidative enzymes, and particularly those components of the glutathione system \[[@bib31],[@bib32]\], the results herein suggest that the increase in G6PD activity with age may in part constitute an attempt to compensate for antioxidative enzymes in the brain such as glutathione reductase and SOD, which decline with age \[[@bib33],[@bib34]\]. This pattern was corroborated in a subgroup of mice followed over their lifespan, which found that G6PD activity in wild-type red blood cells, which correlated highly with cerebellar activity, was substantially higher in their aging period (greater than 400 days) than during their "middle age" period (200--400 days) ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, however, during at their youngest age (less than 200 days of age), erythrocyte G6PD activity was substantially higher than during their middle age, and similar to that in their aging period, suggesting an attempt to meet higher metabolic demands, including those necessary for combatting oxidative stress, during postnatal development, as has been shown for prenatal development \[[@bib8],[@bib35]\].

4.2. DNA damage: increase in single strand breaks and altered double strand breaks in G6PD-deficient mice {#sec4.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In G6PD-deficient aging mouse brains, we previously reported an increase in oxidatively damaged DNA reflected by the 8-oxo-2′-deoxyguanosine lesion (**8-oxodG**) caused by hydroxyl radicals \[[@bib11]\]. The alkaline comet assay used herein measures DNA single-strand breaks (**SSBs**) and alkali-labile sites \[[@bib36]\], providing a complementary functional outcome in single cells, and possibly a more sensitive measure of DNA damage. The increased level of DNA damage in multiple brain regions of aging G6PD-deficient mice revealed in the comet assay corroborated our previous measures of the oxidative DNA lesion 8-oxodG, indicating a consistent neuroprotective role for G6PD in aging at the molecular level ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The approximately 2-fold greater level of DNA damage in hippocampal tissues compared to the cerebellum suggests that the former tissue may be at even greater risk of oxidative damage during aging, possibly due to a tissue-specific increased level of ROS formation and/or relatively lower levels of pathways for ROS detoxification and/or DNA repair. Maximally enhanced DNA damage was observed in aging mice with the loss of only one *G6pd* allele, indicating that even modest reductions in this enzyme may have important neurodegenerative consequences, as G6PD activity in the heterozygous mice is decreased to about 40% of normal \[[@bib11]\].

To corroborate the comet assay at the molecular level, we measured the levels of γH2AX, a phosphorylated marker of sublethal DNA damage that is elevated in the presence of DNA double strand breaks (**DSBs**) and is associated with the initiation of cell death processes \[[@bib37],[@bib38]\]. γH2AX levels were measured in young (3--5 months) as well as aging (12--18 months) mice to investigate whether there was evidence of oxidative damage in the brains of G6PD-deficient mice at a younger age that may have long-term consequences ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). G6PD-dependent differences in γH2AX levels varied greatly by age, sex and brain region. Consistent with the comet assay results, there was increased hippocampal γH2AX in young female G6PD def/def mice, and similarly increased hippocampal γH2AX in aging male def/y mice. In contrast, young male def/y mice exhibited decreased striatal and hippocampal γH2AX levels. The pattern of changes observed with γH2AX measurement were not completely congruent with our measures of SSBs reflecting oxidative damage, suggesting that other factors, possibly including sex-, age- and/or brain region-dependent modulation of pathways for ROS formation and detoxification, and/or DNA repair, may modulate the consequences of G6PD deficiency. For example, enzymes involved in ROS formation like prostaglandin H synthases (**PHS**) have been associated with enhanced brain region-dependent oxidative DNA damage in cell culture and in aging *Phs1* knockout mice \[[@bib39],[@bib40]\]. Similarly, during development, oxidative DNA damage in fetal brains and postnatal neurodevelopmental deficits initiated by physiological ROS levels have been found to be modulated via genetic and pharmacological changes in numerous embryonic and fetal pathways for ROS formation and detoxification, and for the repair of oxidative DNA damage \[[@bib35],[@bib41]\]. Our focus herein upon oxidatively damaged DNA as a potential molecular mechanism of neurodegeneration initiated by physiological brain levels of ROS is based upon related studies of neurodevelopmental deficits, and does not necessarily exclude other ROS-relevant mechanisms such as oxidative damage to other cellular macromolecules (lipids, proteins) in the brain, and/or ROS-mediated signal transduction. In relevant developmental studies, *in utero* exposure of the fetal brain to physiological ROS levels results in enhanced oxidative DNA damage in fetal brains and postnatal neurodevelopmental deficits in the progeny of untreated knockout mice with deficient enzymes/proteins critical to the repair of oxidative DNA damage, including oxoguanine glycosylase 1 (**OGG1**) \[[@bib41]\] and breast cancer protein 1 (**BRCA1**) \[[@bib42],[@bib43]\], implicating DNA damage as an important pathogenic molecular mechanism.

Similar developmental studies in our mutant *G6pd* mouse model found that untreated G6PD-deficient progeny exhibited enhanced oxidative DNA damage and *G6pd* gene dose-dependent increases in *in utero* death and birth defects \[[@bib8]\]. The disorders of social dominance (both sexes) and executive function (females only) exhibited in young mice herein suggests that the initiating damage may have occurred *in utero* and was exacerbated postnatally in G6PD-deficient progeny by an ongoing deficit in protection against physiological levels of ROS formation.

4.3. Reduced Purkinje cell (PC) counts and calbindin staining in brains of G6PD-deficient mice {#sec4.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The previously reported loss of cerebellar Purkinje cells (**PCs**) in female heterozygous G6PD-deficient mice was determined by cell counting \[[@bib11]\]. Herein, in addition to cell counting, we definitively identified PC numbers by immunoblotting for calbindin-D-28K, which is a specific marker for PCs \[[@bib44],[@bib45]\]. We found a calbindin-related decrease in PCs in the cerebella of aging G6PD-deficient mice similar to that previously determined by cell counting ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The loss of PCs was exhibited in both male and female aging G6PD-deficient mice, and a maximal loss was observed with the mutation of only a single *G6pd* allele, as was similarly observed with the comet assay. The remarkable maximal cellular loss in aging G6PD-deficient mice indicates that even a modest reduction in the expression of this enzyme has neurodegenerative consequences for cellular loss in aging. Interestingly, G6PD expression is reported to be highest in PCs \[[@bib46]\], and is associated with increased activity of NADPH-dependent reactions and enzymes in the brain of rats \[[@bib47],[@bib48]\]. The congruency of maximal DNA damage and PC loss in heterozygous as well as homozygous and hemizygous aging G6PD-deficient mice observed herein is consistent with a causal association of low levels of G6PD leading to enhanced oxidative DNA damage and cellular neurodegeneration.

4.4. Altered hippocampal function in G6PD-deficient mice {#sec4.4}
--------------------------------------------------------

The effect of G6PD deficiency on cellular brain function was investigated using electrophysiological studies, which showed that the excitatory synaptic function of glutaminergic neurons is substantially altered in G6PD deficiency. Hippocampal slices from aging G6PD-deficient mice exhibited remarkable increases in both presynaptic function and basal synaptic transmission, although with no apparent change in long-term potentiation (**LTP**) ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), which is associated with learning and memory \[[@bib49]\]. Activation of protein kinase C (**PKC**) is thought to involve a reaction with superoxide in both the presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons \[[@bib50]\]. Activated PKC in the presynaptic nerve terminal prolongs the release of neurotransmitters \[[@bib50]\], therefore increased ROS in G6PD-deficient mice may be enhancing presynaptic function. Similarly, activation of PKC in the postsynaptic neuron may be amplifying synaptic strength. The lack of an effect on LTP could arise from a selective loss of inhibitory neurons in the hippocampus, which would cause an increase in synaptic transmission in the remaining excitatory neurons, thereby nullifying an effect on LTP. These increased outcomes in hippocampal synaptic function in aging G6PD-deficient brains are completely different from the enhanced cerebellar cell death evidenced by reduced PC number, suggesting regional and/or cellular differences in the response to oxidative stress, including the up- and down-regulation of ROS-related compensatory pathways. As a proof of principle, our studies of molecular and biochemical outcomes focused upon the hippocampus and cerebellum because of their known roles in cognitive and motor functions \[[@bib49],[@bib51]\], but it would not be surprising if other brain regions and neural pathways were altered in G6PD-deficient mice.

4.5. G6PD deficiency affects social dominance in young but not aging mice and affects executive function in young and aging female mice {#sec4.5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The tube test was performed to measure social dominance, as this property is believed to be dependent on cortical function \[[@bib52]\], which may be disturbed in G6PD-deficient mice as a result of enhanced oxidative DNA damage, assessed as the 8-oxoguanine lesion in G6PD-deficient mice \[[@bib11]\]. The remarkable decline in tube test performance observed herein in both female (def/def) and male (def/y) young mice suggests that cortical function is indeed impaired by physiological levels of ROS when G6PD activity is impaired ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A). Interestingly, this was the only behavioural test of cognition or motor function in our battery, along with the accelerated decline in the ledge balance test ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B), that found a G6PD-dependent difference in both sexes. The lack of cortical DNA damage in G6PD-deficient mice measured herein as γH2AX formation, in contrast to the reported cortical increase in the 8-oxoguanine lesion \[[@bib11]\], suggests that there is regional heterogeneity in the amounts of different types of oxidative DNA damage, and that reliance on the measurement of a single type of DNA damage can miss enhanced damage in some regions. In contrast to young mice, the tube test found no difference in social dominance between aging G6PD wild-type and deficient mice for either males or females (Supplementary [Fig. S4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). The loss of a G6PD-dependent impact on social dominance in aging mice may be due in part to a general decline in this function with age in even wild-type mice, as was observed with the ledge balance test ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B) and the hindlimb clasp test (Supplementary [Fig. S6](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). In this case, it would be more difficult to detect a subtle G6PD-dependent decline in an already reduced performance. This possibility contributed to our decision to include young mice in several other behavioural tests.

Executive function was measured using the puzzle box test, in which the mice must employ an increasing range of executive functions including working and contextual memory, spatial navigation and problem solving \[[@bib88],[@bib89]\] in order to negotiate increasingly difficult obstacles in their path from the start chamber to the goal chamber. Mice are expected to want to leave the lighted start chamber and enter the dark goal chamber because they prefer a dark environment \[[@bib21],[@bib22]\]. The effect of G6PD deficiency appeared to be sexually dimorphic with aging female G6PD-deficient (def/def) mice performing worse that their age-matched G6PD-normal (+/+) counterparts, while a reverse trend was observed in aging males ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}D and [Table S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}).

The remarkable deficit in executive function observed using the puzzle box test in both young and aging G6PD-deficient (def/def) females compared to their age-matched wild-type counterparts corroborated the role of G6PD in protecting the brain from cognitive neurodegenerative deficits caused by physiological levels of ROS. The greater deficits observed in both the female G6PD-normal (+/+) and G6PD-deficient (def/def) aging mice compared to their respective young counterparts suggests that the pathogenic effects of physiological ROS levels accumulate with age and are exacerbated by G6PD-deficiencies. Although a significant deficit in executive function was not observed in young G6PD-deficient male mice, they exhibited the same trends as did the females, suggesting only a relative sex-dependent reduction in risk. Since the two male genotypes were not different in their puzzle box performance, the data for the +/y and def/y genotypes were combined and compared to the young G6PD +/+ females, revealing a highly significant sex-dependent difference in executive function ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}F), whereby the young G6PD +/+ females were able to navigate the puzzle box more capably than the young G6PD +/y and def/y males.

4.6. Motor function: rotarod, ledge balance and hindlimb clasping tests {#sec4.6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

A reduction in PCs has been associated with motor function deficits in mouse models such as the Lurcher mouse \[[@bib53]\] and the Purkinje Cell Degradation (**PCD**) mouse \[[@bib54]\]. We have previously found that the rotarod test revealed motor coordination deficits caused by enhanced *in utero* oxidative stress in the fetal brain following maternal treatment with the ROS-initiating teratogen methamphetamine in normal \[[@bib55]\] and DNA repair-deficient pregnant mice \[[@bib56]\]. In the aging G6PD-deficient mice herein (Supplementary [Fig. S5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}), we did not observe a decline in rotarod performance, although there was a small decline in performance in the aging G6PD-normal female mice. The basis for the decline only in female G6PD-normal mice is not known but did not correlate with declining G6PD activity (Supplementary [Fig. S5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). In G6PD-deficient mice with all alleles mutated (def/def, def/y), G6PD activity in all brain regions was increased up to 6-fold in aging compared to young mice ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F), albeit still much lower than in wild-type mice, which may have contributed to the absence of any decline in rotarod performance in aging mice. Also, the maximal loss of PC cells in females (37%) and males (25%) with all *G6pd* alleles mutated may not have been sufficient to cause motor function deficits. In other related models, the Lurcher mouse and the PCD mouse show an almost total degeneration of PCs as well as other cells in the cerebellum, and these mice display major motor deficits in old age \[[@bib53],[@bib54],[@bib57]\]. Interestingly, the Lurcher mice, even with almost complete loss of PCs, were still able to learn to match their wild-type littermate controls in a tilted platform test, which is similar to the rotarod test \[[@bib58]\]. Other studies found that the degree of PC loss did not correlate with motor coordination deficits in several mouse models including Staggerer mice, Lurcher mice and Hot-foot mutants, as well as with some specific null mutations affecting PCs \[[@bib59]\]. These studies may explain at least in part the absence of a decrease in rotarod performance in aging G6PD-deficient mice herein, despite their significant loss of PCs. Conversely, a transgenic mouse model overexpressing G6PD protein and activity exhibited significantly improved rotarod performance in females, and a non-significant improvement in males \[[@bib60]\], so the absence of G6PD-dependent deficits in our G6PD-deficient mice may reflect the modest effects of physiological ROS levels on this particular outcome, and/or strain differences in the mouse models. In addition, G6PD-deficient mice also may differentially alter their regulation of cerebellar pathways for ROS formation and detoxification, and/or DNA repair.

In a recently published study of transgenic mice, G6PD overexpression protected various murine tissues, including the brain, from oxidative damage \[[@bib60]\]. Furthermore, aging transgenic G6PD mice demonstrated greater neuromuscular fitness, as measured by the rotarod test, than their wild-type counterparts. This study cannot be directly compared to ours because its authors utilized a transgenic G6PD model, which overexpresses G6PD and may also have other effects on cellular metabolism, whereas we have used a G6PD-deficient mouse model and compared it to matched controls with normal G6PD wild-type expression. However, the study shows that enhanced levels of G6PD can boost the antioxidative system in the brain and help to protect it from the various endogenous sources of ROS.

In light of the decrease in PCs observed in G6PD-deficient mice, the ledge balance test and hindlimb clasping test were employed to discern deficits in motor function not detected by the rotarod test. The ledge balance test showed a general decline in performance with aging in all genotypes, and revealed that homozygous (def/def) and hemizygous (def/y) G6PD-deficient mice exhibited a maximal decline earlier in life, beginning at 400 days, whereas the heterozygous G6PD-deficient mice and wild-type normal mice did not exhibit the same maximal decline until 600 days ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B). Similar results have been reported for mouse models of Huntington\'s disease \[[@bib61],[@bib62]\], which show damage specifically to PCs in the cerebellum \[[@bib63],[@bib64]\]. The hindlimb clasping test showed a decrease in motor function with aging in all genotypes, possibly indicative of specific damage in the substantia nigra, but no G6PD-dependent differences (Supplementary [Fig. S6](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Animal models for Parkinson\'s disease with specific damage in the substantia nigra exhibit deficits in the hindlimb clasping test but not in balance tests \[[@bib27]\]. The absence of a G6PD-dependent impact on this outcome may be explained in part by a previous study in which we found no increase in DNA oxidation or morphological changes in the substantia nigra or striatum in aging G6PD-deficient mice \[[@bib11]\]. The G6PD-dependent decline in motor function measured in the ledge test is consistent with the G6PD-dependent decline in PCs, suggesting a discrete impact on motor function not detected by the hindlimb clasping and rotarod tests herein.

4.7. No effect of G6PD-deficiency in passive avoidance, taste aversion and marble burying tasks {#sec4.7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

G6PD-deficient mice were tested for passive avoidance (Supplementary [Fig. S7](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}) and taste aversion (Supplementary [Fig. S8](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}) to assess cognition, and for marble burying (Supplementary [Fig. S9](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}) to assess repetitive behaviour. These three tests had been found to be sensitive in revealing functional changes in mouse models where a modest genetic or morphological change had occurred in the brain \[[@bib65], [@bib66], [@bib67]\]. However, no G6PD-dependent changes in performance were observed in either sex at any age, possibly due in part to the enhanced presynaptic function and synaptic transmission that we observed in hippocampal slices from G6PD-deficient mice. Disorders in these cognitive behaviours may require more severe damage in the relevant brain regions, similar to the substantial loss of dopaminergic neurons required for overt behavioural changes in Parkinson\'s disease, where the onset of symptoms in humans is associated with a 50% decrease in cell number in the substantia nigra \[[@bib68]\]. These tests may still reveal increased cognitive deficits in aging G6PD-deficient mice concurrently exposed to environmental conditions that enhance brain ROS formation, and/or reduce pathways of antioxidative defense or DNA repair.

4.8. Improved survival in G6PD-deficient mice {#sec4.8}
---------------------------------------------

G6PD is primarily studied for its importance in preventing the hemolysis of red blood cells, and the high human prevalence of G6PD deficiencies is generally believed to result from the evolutionary pressure from enhanced survival of G6PD-deficient people with malaria \[[@bib2]\]. However, we unexpectedly found that both male and female homozygous and hemizygous G6PD-deficient mice had an increased rather than decreased median lifespan compared to their heterozygous G6PD-deficient or wild-type G6PD-normal counterparts ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the basis for the high prevalence of human G6PD deficiencies may be due to factors other than malarial resistance. The mechanism underlying this novel observation is unknown, and could include alterations in NADPH-dependent pathways aside from G6PD, and/or other biochemical changes due to a reduction in the pentose phosphate pathway, perhaps analogous to the increased survival observed in animals on a severely restricted diet \[[@bib69], [@bib70], [@bib71], [@bib72]\]. One proximate mechanism might involve decreased activity of ROS-producing NADPH oxidases (**NOXs**) in critical cells/tissues of G6PD-deficient mice, leading to reduced oxidative stress in cells/tissues conducive to lifespan enhancement. NOX activity depends upon NADPH provided by G6PD, and male hemizygous (def/y) G6PD-deficient mice have about a 50% decrease in NADPH levels \[[@bib73]\]. Such a protective mechanism would likely be cell/tissue-specific, which is consistent with the variability herein in oxidative DNA damage both among brain regions in wild-type mice, and in the extent of enhanced oxidative DNA damage in different brain regions of G6PD-deficient mice.

In contrast to the lifespan-extending consequences of G6PD-deficiency observed in our mutant mouse model, transgenic mice expressing conversely increased levels of G6PD protein and activity also exhibited an extended median lifespan, although this occurred only in females \[[@bib60]\], suggesting that strain differences and/or unappreciated differences resulting from the generation of the respective transgenic and mutant mouse models can substantially alter both health outcomes and their sex-dependence in mice. Relevant to our mutant mouse model, G6PD deficiency has recently been reported to have apparently contradictory health benefits, perhaps due at least in part to contrasting roles of this enzyme. For example, G6PD deficiency has been reported to reduce: (1) human retinopathy and mortality from cardiovascular disease in a discreet Mediterranean population \[[@bib74]\]; (2) cholesterol synthesis, ROS formation and reductive stress in mice \[[@bib75]\]; and, (3) angiotensin II-dependent hypertension in mice \[[@bib73]\]. In contrast, other studies have reported that G6PD deficiency in mice results in a spectrum of cardiomyopathies including age-associated cardiac hypertrophy \[[@bib75],[@bib76]\], which would not be consistent with the enhanced median lifespan observed in our aging G6PD-deficient mice. It has been postulated that G6PD deficiency may decrease the development of cardiovascular disease, but may aggravate already established disease \[[@bib77]\]. One study reported no change in survival for G6PD-deficient mice \[[@bib75]\], but this study ended at week 35 (day 245) in contrast to our study that followed the mice until their death (around 800 days). A population of humans with increased longevity in Sardinia, Italy, has been found to highly conserve a mutant variant of G6PD resulting in an enzymatic deficiency \[[@bib78], [@bib79], [@bib80]\]. This population exhibited a decrease in deaths from ischemic heart disease, cerebrovascular disease and liver cirrhosis, which is consistent with the extended lifespan we found in aging G6PD-deficient mice. On the other hand, this same population exhibited an increase in mortality from non-Hodgkin\'s lymphoma in individuals with G6PD-deficency, which we did not observe in our aging G6PD-deficient mice. The importance of environmental factors affecting G6PD, and thereby potentially altering health, is virtually unknown. Interestingly, analogs of dehydroepiandrosterone (**DHEA**), a potent inhibitor of G6PD \[[@bib81],[@bib82]\], as well as DHEA itself, are being evaluated in animal models and in human clinical trials as potential therapeutic agents for numerous diseases including cancer and cardiovascular disease \[[@bib74],[@bib83]\], although these agents likely have confounding effects in addition of G6PD inhibition. However, our studies \[[@bib8],[@bib15]\] and the results herein, along with other studies discussed above, suggest that G6PD inhibition may have adverse consequences in addition to any anticipated therapeutic benefits.

5. Conclusion {#sec5}
=============

G6PD deficiencies constitute the most common human enzymopathy, affecting over 400 million people and up to 60% of some racial populations. Although medical interest in deficiencies in this enzyme has been largely confined to red blood cells, more recent evidence suggests broader implications of G6PD deficiencies for health, including an expanding list of potential outcomes that include birth defects, heart disease, cancer and, relevant the study herein, neurodegeneration and possibly neurodevelopmental deficits.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#appsec1}
==============================

The following is the Supplementary data to this article:Multimedia component 1Multimedia component 1
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